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Lun Shi Shi (literally“poems on poetry”) is a type of Chinese classic poetry. For 
over a hundred years,  they have been used as a source of modern literary criticism. 
Though they are used for literary analysis now, they were initially written as poems. 
Traditional Chinese poets thought about poetry, sometime criticizing a poem or poet, 
sometime writing down the feeling and emotions that the poetry invokes. Poems are 
not just beautiful, but also mysterious and ambiguous. It is astounding how traditional 
Chinese poets chose to write down their feeling and critiques in poetic language. This 
dissertation is a research about poems on poems as poems and as literature, not as 
sources of literary criticism. 
The author introduces traditional Chinese Lun Shi Shi in chapter one. Why do 
poets wrote this kind of poem ? What makes them unique and how are they written? Of 
course, their writers wanted to criticize other poems, but sometime they just had some 
insight or emotion from them. Sometime they were written as gifts between two poets. 
There are three types of Lun Shi Shi: 'critical', 'emotional', and 'gift' Lun Shi Shi. 
Chapter one also mentions the contents of Lun Shi Shi, including poets and poems, 
events about poems, theories, and the personal experiences and emotions of the writers. 
Poets did not always intend to write Lun Shi Shi, sometime they wrote a poem about 
history or to express their emotions, and unconsciously make mention of poems. 
Chapter two is about the particularities of Lun Shi Shi, their critical and poetry 
character. Traditional Chinese poets combined them in a special way, making poems 
more artistic, but less critical. The third part of chapter two describes the reading 
process of Lun Shi Shi, and explains why sometimes it is difficult to get aesthetics 
pleasure from it. 
Chapter three has several case studies. There are four examples of Lun Shi Shi. 
including a group of famous, unique poems called 'Er-shi-si-shi-pin', Lun Shi Shi about 
Wang An Shi and Shi Yan Nian written by Xie Qu Kun, Tang Yin's unintentional Lun 
Shi Shi, and Lun Shi Shi about Xu Zhen Qing written by Wang Shi Zhen. Through 
these four cases, we can nore fully understand Lun Shi Shi. 
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